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Objectives 

Each question is followed by four options lettered A – D. Find out the correct option for each 

question. 

 

1.  Which of the following factors may cause rural-urban drift?  

A. Better employment opportunities in the urban areas  

B. Better health facilities in the rural areas  

C. Even distribution of social amenities in the country  

D. Absence of recreational facilities in the urban areas  

  

2.  Asante was colonized by the British through  

A. agreement      B. force  

C. persuasion      D. plebiscite  

  

3.  Right to life means  

A. living forever     B. living without interference  

C. acquiring wealth     D. sustaining the family line  

  

4.  Independence of the judiciary implies that judges  

A. should get everything free    B. should not pay taxes  

C. can do whatever they like    D. should be free from political interference  

 

5. One major cause of conflicts in the Ghanaian society is  

A. the development of slums in the cities  

B. inadequate number of law enforcement agents  

C. the encouragement of inter-ethnic marriages  

D. unacceptable way of choosing leaders    

 

6.  The international organization formed to maintain world peace after the Second World War is known as  

A. The League of Nations   B. United Nations Organisation  

C. Commonwealth of Nations   D. Non-aligned Movement  

 



7.  After independence, Ghana automatically became a member of the   

A. African Union     B. League of Nations  

C. Commonwealth of Nations   D. Non-Aligned Movement  

  

8.  The executive arm of government comprises of the President, the Cabinet and   

A. Civil servants     B. Lawyers  

C. the Speaker     D. the Chief Justice  

 

9.  One way of preventing ethnic conflict in Ghana is through  

A. payment of compensation   B. creation of jobs  

C. celebration of festivals   D. tolerance and dialogue  

10.  Family planning is beneficial to Ghanaians because it   

A. helps in giving respect and honour to fathers  

B. increase life expectancy of children  

C. helps restore the health of mothers  

D. brings about equitable distribution of income  

  

Section B 

1. Explain the three types of settlements pattern. 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Define the term layout. 

 

 

 

 

 


